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ABSTRACT
Automated online recognition of unexpected conditions is an indispensable component of autonomous vehicles to ensure safety
even in unknown and uncertain situations. In this paper we propose a runtime monitoring technique rooted in the attention maps
computed by explainable artificial intelligence techniques. Our approach, implemented in a tool called ThirdEye, turns attention
maps into confidence scores that are used to discriminate safe from
unsafe driving behaviours. The intuition is that uncommon attention maps are associated with unexpected runtime conditions.
In our empirical study, we evaluated the effectiveness of different configurations of ThirdEye at predicting simulation-based
injected failures induced by both unknown conditions (adverse
weather and lighting) and unsafe/uncertain conditions created with
mutation testing. Results show that, overall, ThirdEye can predict
98% misbehaviours, up to three seconds in advance, outperforming
a state-of-the-art failure predictor for autonomous vehicles.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Autonomous driving systems (ADS) consist of an integration of established systems of adaptive cruise control, parking assistance, and
autopilots into a unified functional unit [75]. Modern ADS are developed with increasing capabilities to act autonomously with little
to no human input, using a perception-plan-execution strategy [75].
The perception part is typically delegated to deep neural networks
(DNNs) which are capable of learning driving actions from labeled
input-output samples [22]. For ADS, typical inputs consist of driving images, whereas the outputs are driving commands predicted
by the DNN, such as the angle that the car must steer at to drive
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safely. The input space of ADS (i.e., all possible driving images) is
huge and hard to cover adequately, even with automated testing
techniques [1, 4, 5, 21, 49]. Consequently, one of the main challenges associated with deploying trustworthy ADS on public roads
consists in their need to operate safely even in partially unknown
and uncertain environments, which can result in unpredictable and
hazardous situations. On the other hand, increased acceptance of
such driverless vehicles requires a high degree of robustness also
in the presence of non-modelled phenomena, uncertainties, as well
as errors or inaccuracies at the sensor level [53].
Existing works have proposed DNN supervisors to build a safety
envelope over a DNN to assess its level of dependability in operation [24, 25, 28, 34, 60, 69, 73, 77]. Generic solutions consist of measuring the distance of a given data point from the distribution of the
training dataset [34], or through input validation frameworks based
on internal inconsistencies [73], or prediction snapshots [69]. For
ADS, specific runtime monitoring solutions have been proposed to
mitigate system-level failures. Frameworks such as SelfOracle [60],
DeepRoad [77], or DeepGuard [28] monitor the ADS as a black box
and examine its behaviour in response to changeable environmental conditions, essentially only by considering the input images
processed by the system.
The main limitations of these approaches are twofold. First, blackbox solutions can only handle data-driven failures induced by significant changes (e.g., corruptions) in the input image that makes
it fall beyond the distribution of the inputs on which the ADS has
been trained (out-of-distribution, or OOD) [16]. Thus, they suffer
from the inability to capture failures caused by an inadequate training of the DNN model or by bugs at the model level [26]. Second,
black-box solutions are prone to false positives/negatives as their
functioning is extraneous to the internal state of the system, which
can lead to a discrepancy between the system being monitored and
the monitor. Indeed, if the ADS and the corresponding monitor have
different generalization capabilities, this can cause false alarms to
be reported, or, worse, safety-critical failures to be missed, as also
noticed in the original papers [28, 60, 77].
This paper investigates the problem of building a white-box ADS
failure predictor. Although there are many methods to investigate
the internal functioning of a DNN [20, 34, 69], this paper focuses on
the attention maps produced by explainable artificial intelligence
techniques (XAI). Attention maps [31, 50, 51] are post-training
approaches that highlight the input pixels that influence the output
predictions the most. While primarily used for comprehension
and debugging of DNNs, Tjoa et al. [64] have provided empirical
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evidence of the informative content of heatmaps. In this work
we leverage attention maps for failure prediction to maintain the
reliability of the ADS within a safety net.
Our technique, implemented in a tool called ThirdEye, consists of a self-attention monitor for ADS that turns attention maps
into XAI-driven scores used as a white-box confidence estimator
of the system. More specifically, ThirdEye performs online monitoring capturing visual snapshots during the execution of ADS
and leverages the visual information extracted from the attention
maps to automatically identify conditions in which the system is
unconfident. We show that attention snapshots offer clues about
the reliability of the ADS; ThirdEye synthesizes such snapshots
into a confidence score using different summarization strategies
(i.e., average, average derivative over time, reconstruction loss). Our
technique works in an unsupervised fashion: failure prediction is
performed by setting a threshold over the nominal XAI-confidence
scores using probability distribution fitting. Anomalous driving conditions are detected when the confidence scores decrease within a
detection window that precedes the failure.
We have evaluated the effectiveness of ThirdEye on the Udacity simulator for self-driving cars [66], using ADS available from
the literature and a diverse set of failures induced by adverse operational scenes and mutation testing-simulated malfunctions. In
our experiments on +70 simulations accounting for more than 350
failures, ThirdEye was able to safely anticipate up to 98% of them,
up to 3 seconds in advance, a 30% increase with respect to SelfOracle [60], a state-of-the-art black-box strategy from the literature.
The improvement is particularly evident for failures induced by
mutation testing: on average, ThirdEye anticipated 85% more failures caused by mutated driving models. ThirdEye also achieves
a better trade-off between prediction of misbehaviours and false
alarms, with an 𝐹 3 improvement up to 49%.
Our paper makes the following contributions:
Technique. A self-attention monitoring technique for ADS failure prediction based on attention maps produced by XAI
techniques. Our approach is implemented in the publicly
available tool ThirdEye [65]. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first solution that uses XAI techniques to estimate the confidence of a DNN-based ADS and to anticipate
system-level failures.
Evaluation. An empirical study showing that the XAI-based confidence scores used by ThirdEye are a promising white-box
confidence metric for failure prediction, outperforming the
black-box approach of SelfOracle [60].
Dataset. A dataset of more than 350 out-of-distribution and mutationtesting-induced ADS failures, based on the Udacity simulator
for self-driving cars. This dataset can be used to evaluate the
performance of failure prediction systems for ADS.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Lane-keeping ADS
ADS benefit from data gathered by sensors, cameras, and GPS to
perceive the environment and predict the vehicle’s controls (i.e.,
steer, brake, acceleration) through advanced DNNs.
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This paper focuses on ADS that perform behavioural cloning,
i.e., the vehicle learns the lane keeping functionality from humanlylabeled driving samples. The lane-keeping component is vital for
the safe deployment of DNN-based ADS. The U.S. Department of
Transportation, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) reported that off road failures are second in frequency
and first in cost (+15B USD) [68].
Models such as NVIDIA’s DAVE-2 [11] learn how to drive by
discovering latent patterns within a training set of images collected
when the driver is an expert human pilot, and by predicting the
corresponding driving commands imitating the driving behaviour
of the human. In its most simplified form, a lane-keeping ADS such
as DAVE-2 can be seen as a function 𝑓 : R𝑑 → [−25◦, +25◦ ] where
𝑑 is the dimension of the input image 𝒙 ∈ R𝑑 (e.g., for a 140 × 320
image, 𝑑 = 44800 pixels) and the output is a vector 𝑦 of length 1,
e.g., a real
 numberrepresenting a (predicted) steering angle in the
range −25◦, +25◦ , where −25◦ indicates steering full left, +25◦
indicates steering full right, and 0 means no steering applied.1

2.2

Failure Conditions for lane-keeping ADS

The ISO/PAS 21448 Safety of the Intended Function (SOTIF) standard [29] mandates risk mitigation strategy to be implemented
within ADS to reduce risks and hazards associated with malfunctioning behaviour. At NHTSA Level 4 (High Automation), a system monitor checks for emerging functional insufficiencies with
the aim to keep a high functional quality also in extreme conditions [25, 69, 77]. The ADS should disengage if the monitor regards
the current conditions as unsafe, requiring the human driver to
take control of the vehicle.
Among the root causes for ADS failures (e.g., off road driving) SOTIF recalls external unknown and internal uncertain conditions [29].
External unknown conditions consist of “abnormal” inputs representing rare, unexpected, and possibly unsupported environmental
events, for which no prior knowledge was available during the
training of the ADS (e.g., a specific road type, or weather/lighting
condition). The DNNs used within ADS are not invariant to severe
data distribution changes and this can cause system-level failures.
Internal uncertain conditions correspond instead to misbehaviors
of the perception component caused by the bugs inherent to the
DNN model, introduced during its development. Instances of such
bugs include inadequate training data and suboptimal choice of the
model’s architecture or of the training hyper-parameters [26].

2.3

Black-box Unsupervised Failure Prediction

Despite standards such as SOTIF [29], in practice, enumerating all
possible hazardous conditions for an ADS in a written requirement
specification is a challenging, if not infeasible, endeavour. As a
consequence, research has considered failure prediction models
that can be trained with no supervision (i.e., no knowledge of the
anomalies), and, to make them more applicable, with no need to
access information of the main system (black-box) [24, 25, 28, 60].
A black-box unsupervised failure predictor analyzes inputs and
assigns a suspiciousness score to them, which should be low (below
a threshold) if the inputs are supported, or high (above a threshold)
1 these

values reflect the steering capability of an ADS in a driving simulator [66].
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otherwise. Notable examples are one-class SVM [52], clustering [17],
self-organizing maps [35], and autoencoders (AEs) [14].
The variational autoencoder (VAE) is the most popular AE architecture [14] as it is able to efficiently learn the probability distribution of a large amount of complex data (such as images) using variational inference [2]. The VAE is trained to minimize the distance
between the original data and its low-dimensional reconstruction
with metrics such as the Mean Squared Error (MSE). A low MSE
indicates that the input has characteristics similar to those of the
training set, whereas a high MSE indicates potentially an OOD sample. As such, VAEs are used in anomaly detection tasks [25, 28, 60],
as well as automated validity checkers for DNNs [16].
The main limitations of black-box approaches, including VAEs,
consist in their zero knowledge of the system’s internal behaviour,
thus they are designed to react only for failures induced either by the
corruption of inputs, or by a large degree of out-of-distributioness.
Indeed, for unknown inputs, the ADS is likely to make a sequence of
inaccurate predictions that may ultimately lead to a system failure,
because of the prediction errors accumulated over time [23].

2.4

Deep Neural Networks Explanation

Explaining the predictions of DNNs has been largely studied using
several interpretation methods [37, 40, 50, 51, 56, 63, 76]. The survey
by Tjoa and Guan [63] distinguishes three main categories, namely
verbal methods, signal methods, and saliency methods.
Verbal methods such as decision sets [37] or encoder-decoder
frameworks [40] have been adopted in NLP problems since they
produce lexical statements that humans can interpret naturally.
Signal methods target the stimulation of individual neurons or
collections of neurons in a DNN to reconstruct an image similar to
the input, based on the partial information stored in the neurons.
However, feature maps produced with methods such as guided
backpropagation [56], or deconvolutional networks [76], are known
for producing sparse heatmaps.
Saliency methods explain DNN predictions by attributing a negative or positive value to each input feature according to how much
it influenced the prediction. For instance, LIME [47] is a black-box
technique that understands classification networks’ decisions by
assessing how the predictions change in response to local perturbations of the input data. Other methods use decomposition of signals
propagated by their algorithms and selectively re-arrange them
to provide interpretable information. For example, GradCam [54]
uses gradient back-propagation up to the last convolutional layer
to explain classifiers. Differently, LRP [7] uses relevance scores that
are decomposed such that the sum of the scores in each layer of
the DNN will be equal to the output. LRP has the drawbacks of
generating noisy explanations as well as very similar outputs for
samples pertaining to different classes [32].
In this paper we consider the attention maps produced by the
SmoothGrad algorithm [55]. Unlike LRP, SmoothGrad makes gradientbased explanations sharper by adding noise and averaging over
these artificially created noisy gradients. Like GradCAM, attention
maps consider the gradient of the output prediction with respect
to the input pixels [31]. Unlike GradCAM, SmoothGrad also works
with regression DNNs such as those of ADS.
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MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

Attention maps are images where relevant locations correspond to
hot color intensities (e.g., red/yellow), whereas irrelevant locations
correspond to cold color intensities (e.g., blue).

Figure 1: Attention map of an ADS during nominal driving
(left), and a few seconds before an off-road failure (right).
Figure 1 shows an example in which attention maps—obtained
with SmoothGrad [55]—are indicative of an upcoming failure of the
ADS. In nominal conditions (left), the ADS focuses on foreground
features that characterize the road. In this case, the attention map
portrays two main clusters of attention, corresponding to the road’s
lanes. When driving in unsupported conditions (right), prior to a
failure, the ADS is more uncertain. This is reflected in the attention
map as only part of the attention still focuses on the road, while
substantial attention is also paid to features in the background.
In the next section, we will describe our proposal for using
attention maps by SmoothGrad to anticipate failures in conditions
that cause the ADS to fail. Our technique aims to capture a drop of
DNN confidence by means of metrics derived from the attention maps,
considering single maps, consecutive maps, or map reconstruction
based on nominal maps.

4

APPROACH

Our approach ThirdEye consists of two main phases, namely Training and Usage. In the first phase (Training, see Figure 2), ThirdEye
automatically generates the attention maps for nominal driving
instances of the ADS (see Section 4.1.1). Such attention maps are
a visual snapshot of the ADS performance during nominal driving behaviour. ThirdEye is based on two intuitions: (1) attention
maps derived during the processing of the inputs by the ADS are
indicative of the confidence of the system [64], and (2) nominal
and failure-inducing attention maps exhibit differences that can be
captured by an anomaly detector.
ThirdEye turns the attention maps into XAI-driven confidence
scores of the ADS using different summarization methods (Section 4.1.2). We consider a realistic setting, in which instances of
failing driving behaviour cannot be sampled in any representative way, since failure conditions are potentially very diversified
and partly unexpected. Hence, ThirdEye fits a probability distribution using only nominal scores. Then, it automatically estimates a
threshold from such probability distribution (Section 4.1.3). This
threshold is derived from the user defined permissiveness of the
failure predictor to accept false alarms – i.e., from the tolerable false
positive rate, a tunable parameter of our approach.
In the second phase (Usage, see Figure 3), ThirdEye is used
along with the main ADS system to automatically predict whether
the driving conditions are safe or unsafe, according to the attention
maps retrieved during driving, and the threshold estimated during
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PHASE 1 - TRAINING
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Figure 2: Training of ThirdEye.
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Threshold-based
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pixel intensity of an attention
Attention
Map
y > γmap.
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driver). In the next sections,
we describe each step of each
Assuming attention maps have width 𝑊 , height 𝐻 and 𝐶 chanwarning
phase in more warning
detail.
nels (usually, RGB channels for colour images),
notationally,
for
true
each attention map 𝒉 ∈ 𝐻 , the average attention map score 𝒉 is
4.1 Training of ThirdEye
computed as follows:
4.1.1 Attention Map Generation. ThirdEye assumes having access
𝑊∑︁
,𝐻,𝐶
1
to the training set 𝑇 = {𝑥 1, 𝑥 2, 𝑥 3, ..., 𝑥𝑛 } used to train the ADS, and
ℎ
𝒉=
𝑊 𝐻𝐶 𝑖=1,𝑗=1,𝑐=1 [𝑖 ] [ 𝑗 ] [𝑐 ]
to the trained ADS 𝑓 . Our approach, however, does not need to
modify the ADS model’s architecture, nor to retrain it.
When applied to the whole training set 𝑇 , the HA function reThirdEye uses the XAI algorithm SmoothGrad [55] to retrieve
turns the set of attention map average scores of each individual
an attention map for each driving image 𝑥 ∈ 𝑇 used to train 𝑓 .
attention map in 𝑇 , 𝐻𝐴 = {ℎ 1, ℎ 2, ℎ 3, ..., ℎ𝑛 }.
In particular, SmoothGrad produces an attention map 𝒉 = {ℎ𝑝 }
assigning each pixel 𝑝 of 𝑥 a value {ℎ𝑝 } = H (𝑥, 𝑓 , 𝑝) according to
Heatmap Derivative Function (HD). The second summarizasome function H derived from 𝑓 . In SmoothGrad, the function H
tion function is based on the intuition that attention maps that do
constructs 𝒉(𝑥) by differentiating 𝑓 with respect to the input 𝑥:
change frequently during driving could signal a poorly confident
ADS. Thus, the HD function computes the average of the derivative
𝒉(𝑥) = 𝜕𝑓 (𝑥)/𝜕𝑥
of attention maps over time. Notationally, for two consecutive attention maps 𝒉 𝒕 −1, 𝒉 𝒕 ∈ 𝐻 , the average of the derivative of attention
The attention map 𝒉 has the same dimensionality as 𝒙 (i.e., width
map ∇𝒉 is computed as follows:
𝑊 , height 𝐻 , and 𝐶 channels) and represents how much difference
a small change in each pixel of 𝑥 would make to the prediction score
𝑊∑︁
,𝐻,𝐶
1
of 𝑓 . Since the derivative of the function 𝑓 may fluctuate sharply at
ℎ
− ℎ𝑡 −1[𝑖 ] [ 𝑗 ] [𝑐 ]
∇𝒉 𝒕 =
small scales [55], SmoothGrad uses a stochastic approximation by
𝑊 𝐻𝐶 𝑖=1,𝑗=1,𝑐=1 𝑡 [𝑖 ] [ 𝑗 ] [𝑐 ]
taking random samples in the neighbourhood of the input 𝑥, and
The HD function returns the set of attention map average derivaaveraging the resulting attention maps. Mathematically,
tives of each individual attention map in 𝑇 (but the first), 𝐻 𝐷 =
{ℎ 1, ∇ℎ 2, ..., ∇ℎ𝑛 }.
1 ∑︁
ˆ
𝒉(𝑥)
=
𝒉(𝑥 + N (𝜇, 𝜎 2 ))
𝑛
Heatmap Reconstruction Loss Function (HRL). The third sumTo summarize, SmoothGrad (1) generates 𝑛 versions of the immarization function uses reconstruction loss, i.e., it is based on
age of interest by adding Gaussian noise to it, (2) it creates pixel
learning a reconstruction function of latent features in the attenattribution maps for all 𝑛 versions of the image, and (3) it averages
tion maps captured during nominal driving. A failure to reconstruct
the pixel attribution maps. Averaging over multiple maps “smooths
data during testing of the ADS can signal the presence of potentially
out” the derivative fluctuations. The output of the attention map
failure inducing driving conditions.
generation step is a set 𝐻 = {ℎ 1, ℎ 2, ..., ℎ𝑛 } of attention maps for
The function HRL computes the reconstruction errors of the
each image of the training set 𝑇 .
attention maps according to a variational autoencoder V. The
4.1.2 Confidence Score Synthesis. ThirdEye uses three summaencoder of V encodes a given input 𝒙 ∈ R𝑑 to a compressed
rization functions to turn raw attention maps into XAI-driven conrepresentation 𝒛 ∈ R𝑧 using a function 𝑒𝑛𝑐 (𝒙) = 𝒛. The decoder
fidence scores, namely average, derivative, and reconstruction loss.
of V decodes the encoded input with a reconstruction function
𝑑𝑒𝑐 (𝒛) = 𝒙 ′ , where 𝒙 ′ is the reconstructed input 𝒙. V minimizes
Heatmap Average Function (HA). The first summarization funca loss function L (𝒙, 𝑑𝑒𝑐 (𝑒𝑛𝑐 (𝒙))), which measures the distance
tion is based on the intuition that an attention map captured during
between the original data and its low-dimensional reconstruction.
nominal driving will have high relevance values (i.e., pixel intenFollowing existing guidelines [59], we set the dimension of the
sities) focused on specific regions of interest (e.g., the lanes, see
encoded representation 𝑧 to 2 and used the mean squared error
Figure 1), whereas attention will be more scattered and with lower
(MSE) as a loss function.
fi

γ
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Figure 3: Usage of ThirdEye.

4.2

fi

Figure 4: Examples of distributions of HA (left), HD (center),
and HRL (right) XAI confidence scores.

Notationally, for each attention map 𝒉 ∈ 𝐻 , the reconstruction
error 𝒉 𝒆 is computed as follows:
𝒉 𝒆 = L (𝒉, 𝑑𝑒𝑐 (𝑒𝑛𝑐 (𝒉)))
The HRL function returns the set of attention maps’ reconstruction errors of each individual attention map in 𝑇 , 𝐻𝑅𝐿 =
{ℎ𝑒1, ℎ𝑒2, ℎ𝑒3, ..., ℎ𝑒𝑛 }.

4.3
Windowing of Confidence Scores. To mitigate the effect of individual single frame outliers, which are not expected to have a big
impact on the performance of the ADS, ThirdEye applies a window
function on non-overlapping, fixed length, sequences of scores. Two
simple window functions are considered, one that computes the
maximum score within a window, and a second that computes the
arithmetic mean of the scores within a window. Window functions
are applied to each of the proposed XAI confidence scores.
4.1.3 Probability Distribution Fitting & Threshold Estimation. The
sets of (windowed) XAI confidence scores HA/HD/HRL represent a
model of normality collected in nominal driving conditions using
different synthesis methods from the attention maps.
To determine a threshold 𝛾 that sets the expected false alarm
rate in nominal conditions below some configurable level, we use
probability distribution fitting to obtain a statistical model of the
XAI confidence scores.
In particular, 𝛾 is computed by (1) estimating the shape 𝜅 and
scale 𝜃 parameters of a fitted Gamma distribution of the XAI confidence scores and (2) by selecting an acceptable false alarm rate [60].
We fit a Gamma distribution because the distributions of XAI scores
contain strictly positive values (see Figure 4).
In this work, we set 𝛾 to the 95% percentile (i.e., we deem 5% as an
acceptable false positive rate), in line with previous works [60]. For
example, for HRL, 𝛾 0.95 = 𝑝 0.95 (L (𝒉, 𝑔(𝑓 (𝒉))|𝒉 ∈ 𝑊 (𝐻 )), where
𝑊 (𝐻 ) represents the confidence scores after windowing.

Usage of ThirdEye

Figure 3 shows the second phase of our approach, Usage, in which
ThirdEye is used as a runtime monitoring technique during the
runtime execution of the ADS.
The ADS generates driving data that are processed by our approach. ThirdEye analyzes the incoming stream of driving images
and attention maps are retrieved (Section 4.1.1). Next, confidence
scores are synthesized from the attention maps (either HA/HD/HRL,
see Section 4.1.2). When sufficient data samples are collected (e.g.,
matching the window size chosen during training, see Section 4.1.2),
ThirdEye applies the window function to the stream (either max
or mean). Each resulting score is compared against the threshold
𝛾 0.95 , which determines whether the windowed sequence of XAI
confidence scores is to be regarded as anomalous. In such a case,
a warning is sent to the ADS (or to the human driver); otherwise,
ThirdEye keeps monitoring the next incoming driving frames.

Implementation

We implemented our approach in a Python tool called ThirdEye,
which is available [65]. The tool supports ADS models written in
Tensorflow/Keras, and it is integrated in the Udacity simulator for
self-driving cars [66]. For computing the attention maps, ThirdEye
leverages the SmoothGrad [55] implementation available in the
toolkit tf-keras-vis [36].

5 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
5.1 Research Questions
We consider the following research questions:
RQ1 (effectiveness): How effective is ThirdEye at predicting
failures of ADS? What is the best configuration?
RQ2 (prediction over time): How does the prediction power of
ThirdEye change when considering different detection periods?
RQ3 (comparison): How does ThirdEye compare with SelfOracle [60], a failure predictor from the literature?
The first research question (RQ1 ) aims to assess whether our
approach is able to attain a high failure prediction rate, and which
configuration (i.e., XAI confidence scores and window functions)
yields the best prediction rate score. Ideally, failure prediction is
only useful if it helps to anticipate a failure, which is studied in
the the second research question (RQ2 ). Lastly, to assess the effectiveness of our approach over existing solutions, the final research
question (RQ3 ) compares ThirdEye with the state-of-the-art failure
predictor for ADS [60].
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Figure 5: Examples of conditions from our evaluation set.
Left: nominal (sunny). Center: OOD extreme (snow). Right:
OOD moderate (snow).

5.2

Testbed

We tested ThirdEye through simulation-based testing. The usage
of simulation platforms is standard for testing ADS as simulatorgenerated data yield comparable conditions as the ones experienced
in real world [23, 41, 57]. Moreover, driving simulators allow testing
an ADS at the system level (online testing) because the DNN is
embedded within the operational ecosystem in which the ADS is
designed to operate. Testing the ADS only from the DNN model
perspective (offline testing), disconnected from the ADS system,
is not useful to expose the safety-critical failures that occur during in-field testing, such as the ones considered in this work (see
Section 2.2).
As simulation platform, we used the Udacity simulator for selfdriving cars [66], a cross-platform driving simulator developed
with Unity3D [67], used in the ADS testing literature [28, 30, 48, 58–
60]. The simulator supports various closed-loop tracks for testing
behavioural cloning ADS models, including the ability to generate
changeable driving scenarios (e.g., weather effects), which is useful
to test an ADS on both nominal and unseen conditions.
In this paper, we chose the default sunny weather condition as
the reference nominal scenario for our ADS models. Other choices
of nominal condition are of course possible (e.g., snow). For unsupervised learning techniques such as ours (i.e., techniques that do
not assume the availability of a representative set of anomalous
conditions when training the failure predictor), the only requirement is that the chosen supported conditions are the same that are
known at training time by the ADS.

5.3

Object of Study

To implement DNN-based ADS, we use Nvidia’s DAVE-2 model [11],
a reference model widely used as object of study in prior related
work [27, 30, 46, 48, 60, 62, 77]. DAVE-2 consists of three 5x5 convolutional layers with stride 2 plus two 3x3 convolutional layers (no
stride applied), followed by five fully-connected layers with dropout
rate of 0.05 and ReLu activation function. We obtained the trained
DAVE-2 model from the replication package of our baseline [60], to
make sure to test the failure predictors using the same ADS used
in previous work.

5.4

Procedure

5.4.1 Evaluation Set. We simulate the ADS testing practices customary of industry, where testers use a closed-loop track in a virtual
environment, prior to on-road testing on public roads [6, 13, 70, 71].
We consider two kinds of scenarios for testing our failure predictor.
External unknown scenario. The first kind of testing scenario
deals with failures induced by out-of-distribution conditions (OOD),
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exposing an ADS that has been trained on some given nominal conditions and environment to different instances of that environment.
We use two OOD benchmarks in our study.
The first benchmark contains simulations provided by the replication package of the SelfOracle paper [60]. We refer to this benchmark as OODextreme because it is characterized by severe illumination conditions w.r.t. the nominal sunny scenario (see Figure 5). It
accounts for 21 simulations with different degrees of extreme OOD
conditions: day/night, rain, snow, fog, day/night + rain, day/night +
snow, day/night + fog. These conditions were created by (i) altering
the environment’s skybox (invisible ceiling object located at the
boundary of the map) from sunny to adverse weather luminosity
and by (ii) adding weather particles (snow or rain) rendered at
runtime along the track.
We also consider a second benchmark of milder OOD conditions, called OODmoderate , This second benchmark evaluates our
approach considering weather effects only, i.e., without interferences due to adverse weather luminosity (see Figure 5). We deactivated the adverse weather luminosity skybox, while retaining a
single unexpected weather condition at a time, namely rain, fog,
or snow. We executed the DAVE-2
ADS varying
the intensity of


each condition in the range 10%, . . . , 100% , thus 10 times for each
weather condition (day/night was discarded because non tunable).
Overall, concerning external unknown scenarios, a total of 51
OOD one-lap simulations were collected: 21 for OODextreme and
30 for OODmoderate (10 × rain, 10 × fog, 10 × snow).
Internal uncertain scenario. The second kind of testing scenarios deals with faulty ADS models produced by automated mutation
testing [27] that drive on the simulator under nominal conditions
(sunny). Intuitively, these scenarios simulate the development process of an ADS model that has not been yet trained adequately. The
third benchmark—referred to as Mutants—represent these scenarios. We obtained instances of mutated DAVE-2 models from the
replication package of the DeepCrime mutation testing tool [27].
DeepCrime automatically mutates a DNN model using mutation
operators designed to mimic real fault types occurring when developing DNNs, considering both data-level faults (e.g., wrongly
labelled training data) and model-level faults (e.g., a suboptimal
learning rate or dropout rate).
We executed all DAVE-2 mutants in the Udacity simulator and
discarded those that were consistently failing (e.g., the corruption
induced by a particular mutation operator caused severe malfunctions to the ADS driving from the very beginning of the simulation).
A total of 20 one-lap simulations were retained that we confirmed to
create internal uncertain scenarios (more details about the selected
mutation operators are in our replication package [65].
Summary. Overall, our evaluation set comprises 349 failures that
our approach is expected to predict and anticipate. Mutation testing
caused most of the failures (66%), which is expected from a technique that systematically injects faults, whereas out-of-distribution
conditions induced less failures (34%) as they were applied with
different, increasing, levels of severity. Both scenarios are of interest
for a failure predictor, which should be agnostic about the conditions that cause the failures (i.e., unknown inputs or DNN model
bugs). To estimate the threshold used by ThirdEye, we finalized
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the evaluation data collection by performing three one-lap simulations under nominal sunny weather conditions (one for each of
three benchmarks OODextreme , OODmoderate , and Mutants) using
the robust, unmutated, DAVE-2 model.
5.4.2 Detection Windows in Evaluation Set. The Udacity simulator
automatically labels individual failing frames as either nominal or
failing using a boolean flag, according to whether the ADS was on
track or off-track, respectively. Since the goal of our framework is
on predicting misbehaviors before they occur, we focus on the part
of the simulation preceding each failure, whereas the frames labeled
as failing are not considered.
Each simulation can exhibit multiple failures: in our evaluation
strategy we assessed each failure individually. For each of them,
we consider a detection window corresponding to one second of
simulation in the Udacity simulator. We move the detection window
from 1 to 3 seconds prior to the failures (time to failure, TTF for
short). Studies on pre-crash automated seat belt systems [39, 81]
indicate a range between 3 seconds to half a second as adequate
TTF values for the activation of automated seat belt tightening.
Also, according to previous studies in the Udacity simulator [59], a
TTF of 3 seconds is deemed sufficient to avoid failures at 30 mph,
which is the constant cruising speed of the ADS in the simulator.
5.4.3 ThirdEye’s Configurations. We evaluate six configurations of
ThirdEye. For SmoothGrad [55], we use the same hyper-parameters
suggested in the original paper, specifically a noise level of 20% and
𝑛 = 20 samples for noise attenuation. Regarding the XAI confidence
scores synthesis strategy, we assess all three alternatives, namely
heatmap average (HA), heatmap derivative (HD), and heatmap reconstruction loss (HRL). We also vary the windowing method strategy in the detection window, using mean or max. On the detection
sequences, if the mean/max score is higher than the automatically
estimated threshold 𝛾 95 , an alarm is triggered (see Section 4.1.3).
We executed ThirdEye to capture the attention maps for all
simulations of our evaluation set using the studied ADS as input.
For the external unknown scenarios (OODextreme and OODmoderate ),
we used the DAVE-2 model from the replication package of our
baseline [60]. For the internal uncertain scenarios (Mutants), we
used all the selected 20 mutants.
5.4.4 Baseline. We use SelfOracle [60], a black-box misbehaviour
predictor, as baseline for ThirdEye. We chose SelfOracle for the
following reasons: (1) it is designed for the task of failure prediction
of ADS; (2) it is a competitive approach; results show that it outperforms the input validation strategy of DeepRoad [77]; (3) it was
developed, integrated, and experimented on the Udacity simulator,
which mitigates the threats to the internal validity that are possible
when experimenting a tool in a simulation environment different
from the one in which it was implemented.
We use the best configuration of SelfOracle presented in the original paper, i.e., a variational autoencoder (VAE) that reconstructs
driving images and uses the reconstruction loss as a measure of confidence. The VAE has a latent size of 2 and it was trained to minimize
the MSE (see Section 2.3) between the original and reconstructed
nominal images (sunny). In the original SelfOracle paper, only the
arithmetic mean of the detection window was evaluated [60]. In our
study, we evaluate two configurations of SelfOracle, using both the
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mean and the max computed on the detection window, the latter
being a new experimental contribution of this work.
5.4.5 Metrics used for Analysis. We compute the true positives as
the number of correct failure predictions within the predefined TTF
(see Section 5.4.2) and the false negatives as the number of missed
failure predictions when our framework does not trigger an alarm
in a detection window. We remember that the false positives and
true negatives are measured using nominal simulations.
Our primary goal is to achieve high Recall (Re), or true positive
rate, defined as Re=TP/(TP+FN)). Recall measures the fraction of
safety-critical failures detected by a technique. It is also important
to achieve high precision (Pr), defined as Pr=TP/(TP+FP). Precision
measures the fraction of correct warnings that a technique reports.
We also consider the 𝐹𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑎 score [8], with 𝛽 = 3.0, as a weighted
balance between precision and recall (𝐹 3 = 10·Precision×Recall
9·Precision+Recall ). We
are interested in an F-measure that weights recall higher compared
to precision, because the cost associated with false negatives is very
high in the safety-critical domain [8] as it means a missed failure
detection. In contrast, in our setting, the cost associated with false
positives is relatively lower compared to false negatives. A false
alarm causes annoyance to the human driver (or to the ADS) when
there is no actual hazard; thus their number should be kept low.

5.5

Results

5.5.1 Effectiveness (RQ1 ). Table 1 presents the effectiveness results
for all configurations of ThirdEye (HA, HD, HRL) and SelfOracle
(Rec. Loss), divided by windowing function (max, mean). Results
are averaged across conditions, split between external unknown
conditions (OODextreme and OODmoderate ) and internal uncertain
conditions (Mutants). The effectiveness metrics consider a confidence threshold 𝛾 95 (see Section 5.4.3), i.e., the threshold associated
with an expected 5% false positive rate. Precision (Pr) is measured
in anomalous conditions, which explains why it is lower than the
expected value associated with 𝛾 95 , which is 95% in nominal conditions (see Section 4.1.3).
Due to space constraints, in this section, we only comment
the average 𝐹 3 scores over all benchmarks. On average, in terms
of 𝐹 3 , ThirdEye with windowing=max has a 77%/39%/60% average improvement over ThirdEye with windowing=mean, for
HA/HD/HRL, respectively. However, this does not impact negatively the false alarm rate, which remains low (average Pr values
for windowing=max are higher than those for windowing=mean).
HD/HRL scores are slightly higher in terms of 𝐹 3 than HA (+2%).
We assessed the statistical significance of these differences using
the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test [72] (with 𝛼 = 0.05)
and the magnitude of the differences using the Cohen’s 𝑑 effect
size [15]. The difference in 𝐹 3 score between HA and HD/HRL were
found to be statistically significant (𝑝-value < 0.05) even if with
a negligible and small effect sizes. As expected by looking at the
average 𝐹 3 scores of Table 1, there is no statistically significant
difference between HD and HRL (𝑝-value ≥ 0.05).
l
RQ1 : The configuration of ThirdEye using heatmap derivative
function (HD) and reconstruction loss function (HRL), configured
with windowing=max, achievek the highest failure prediction rate
(𝐹 3 = 85%) over all conditions.
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Table 1: Results for all failure predictors. Scores are computed for 𝛾 95 . Average 𝐹 3 scores are highlighted in bold, best 𝐹 3 scores
are highlighted in grey.
ThirdEye

SelfOracle

ThirdEye

Windowing: max

Benchmark
HA
TTF (s) Pr Re

HD

SelfOracle

Windowing: mean

HRL

Rec. Loss

HA

HD

HRL

Rec. Loss

𝐹 3 Pr Re

𝐹 3 Pr Re

𝐹 3 Pr Re

𝐹 3 Pr Re 𝐹 3 Pr Re 𝐹 3 Pr Re 𝐹 3 Pr Re

𝐹3

OODextreme

1
2
3
avg

40
37
41
39

90
86
93
90

79
81
82
81

30
29
30
30

100
100
100
100

80
80
80
80

27
26
29
27

86
86
93
89

76
79
82
79

24
24
20
23

90
92
77
87

33
32
33
33

26
32
38
32

46
60
71
59

36
55
65
52

19
21
24
21

58
64
71
64

54
55
62
57

10
14
21
15

25
38
51
38

25
32
47
35

20
16
16
17

79
68
68
71

33
32
33
33

OODmoderate

1
2
3
avg

49
41
41
44

92
72
71
78

84
66
66
72

35
33
33
34

99
96
94
96

83
80
78
80

35
34
34
34

100
100
95
98

83
83
79
82

24
23
23
23

100
100
93
98

75
72
59
69

8
25
24
19

17
41
36
31

15
39
34
29

27
22
25
25

65
46
49
53

56
40
44
47

26
24
24
25

79
76
72
76

65
62
59
62

24
22
18
21

100
92
72
88

75
65
45
62

Mutants

1
2
3
avg

82
82
81
82

100
100
100
100

98
98
98
98

70
70
69
69

100
99
100
100

96
95
96
96

70
70
69
69

100
100
100
100

96
96
96
96

57
47
40
48

97
70
54
74

90
66
52
69

66
66
68
67

61
56
59
58

61
57
59
59

75
70
64
70

99
80
67
82

95
78
66
80

61
50
41
51

88
65
42
65

84
62
42
63

41
6
1
16

59
9
3
24

56
9
2
22

Average (All)

1
2
3
avg

57
53
54
55

94
86
88
89

87
82
82
83

45
44
44
44

100
99
98
99

86
85
85
85

44
43
44
44

95
95
96
96

85
86
85
85

35
31
27
31

96
87
75
86

66
57
48
57

33
41
43
39

41
52
55
50

37
50
53
47

40
37
37
38

74
63
63
67

68
58
58
61

32
29
29
30

64
60
55
60

58
52
49
53

28
15
12
18

79
56
48
61

55
35
27
39

5.5.2 Prediction Over Time (RQ2 ). Table 1 reports the effectiveness considering different TTF (Column 2). In principle, failure
prediction should get more challenging as we move farther from
the failure instant. This is true for all configuration of ThirdEye,
except for HA (windowing=mean), in which the average prediction
power (𝐹 3 ) is higher for {2, 3} seconds before the failures that 1
second before them, on average (+30%). For ThirdEye HRL/HD/HA
with windowing=max, the 𝐹 3 scores remain stable over time. On
average, the prediction power decreases only by -6%/-1%/-1% as we
move away from the failures.
l
RQ2 : On average, the effectiveness of the best configurations of
ThirdEye (HRL/HD windowing=max) remainsk high up to 3 seconds
before the failures (-1% average 𝐹 3 decrease).
5.5.3 Comparison (RQ3 ). Considering the average 𝐹 3 scores across
benchmarks, all configurations of ThirdEye are superior to SelfOracle at predicting misbehaviours.
On the OODextreme benchmark, ThirdEye scores a +142% increase in 𝐹 3 w.r.t. SelfOracle (the benchmark used in that work).
For OODmoderate conditions, average 𝐹 3 scores raise to 62%, for
ThirdEye’s windowing=max, whereas the failure detection rate by
ThirdEye (HD) is +16% higher (80%). For Mutants, our results show
a remarkable difference of effectiveness between ThirdEye over
SelfOracle. The configuration HD (windowing=max) predicts all
failures induced by internal uncertain conditions (Re=100%), a +35%
increase w.r.t SelfOracle, whereas for 𝐹 3 the increment is +39%.

Overall, average results for 𝐹 3 show significant improvements
of ThirdEye over SelfOracle, regardless of the configuration being
used and the reaction period considered. The best configurations
HD/HRL (windowing=max) from RQ1 achieve +49% failure prediction scores (𝐹 3 ). We assess the statistical significance of the
differences between ThirdEye HD and SelfOracle using the nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test [72] (with 𝛼 = 0.05), the magnitude of the differences using the Cohen’s 𝑑 effect size [15]. Statistical
tests tell that the difference in F3 score between HD are statistically
significant (𝑝-value < 0.05) with a large effect size.
l
RQ3 : ThirdEye outperforms SelfOracle in terms of failure prediction and minimization
of false alarms (see 𝐹 3 ), with statistical
k
significance.
We analyzed qualitatively some of the failures, to understand the
reasons behind the disagreements between ThirdEye and SelfOracle. Figure 6 reports a meaningful example from our experiments
concerning a failure induced by mutation testing. In the example
(not show in Figure 6 for space reasons), a mutated version of DAVE2 is driving on nominal scenarios and fails in proximity of a bend
on the right, missing the bend and proceeding straight off-road.
From the plot on the left, we can see that the white-box approach
by ThirdEye (HD windowing=max) is able to anticipate the failure
as the XAI confidence score spikes a few seconds before the offroad episode. On the other hand, SelfOracle misses the failure. The
reconstruction errors (plot on the right) of the driving frames raise
above the threshold only when the ADS is already off-track and
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Figure 6: Failure (red stroke) induced by mutation testing; threshold 𝛾 is represented by the red line. Left: ThirdEye predicts
the failure a few seconds ahead (see spikes above the threshold). Right: SelfOracle reacts only when the failure has happened,
when the ADS is off-road, and the input image deviates substantially from the nominal, on-road, driving frames.
the image captured by the camera deviates substantially from the
nominal or nearly-failing on-road images.

5.6

on both unknown (out-of-distribution) and uncertain (mutation
testing) scenarios.

Threats to Validity

5.6.1 Internal validity. We compared all variants of ThirdEye and
SelfOracle under identical experimental settings and on the same
evaluation set (Section 5.4.1). The main threat to internal validity
concerns our implementation of the testing scripts to evaluate the
failure prediction scores, which we tested thoroughly. Concerning
the training of ADS model, we used artifacts publicly available in
the replication packages of the SelfOracle [60] and DeepCrime [27]
papers. Regarding the simulation platform, we used the Udacity
simulator adopted in analogous failure prediction studies [28, 60].
5.6.2 External validity. The limited number of self-driving systems
in our evaluation poses a threat in terms of generalizability of
our results to other ADS. Moreover, results may not generalize, or
generalize differently, when considering other simulation platforms
than Udacity. For the attention maps, we considered only attention
maps produced by SmoothGrad [55], and the effectiveness of our
tool may change when considering different XAI algorithms.
5.6.3 Reproducibility. All our results, the source code of ThirdEye,
the simulator, and all subjects are available [65].

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 XAI for Failure Prediction
Our study highlights the complexity and the variety of failure scenarios that runtime monitoring techniques should aim to handle.
Attention maps are typically used qualitatively by humans to understand how a DNN processes its inputs. In this paper, we used
them quantitatively, under the assumption that they contain information that can potentially be used to assess the behaviour of
DNNs [51, 64] and, by extension, of the ADS that use them.
Our approach depends on the capability of attention maps to
constitute a reference model of normal driving behaviour. Welltrained DNNs better capture the relevant structures in an image,
thus produce more meaningful attention maps than poorly trained
DNNs, which rather rely on global image statistics. Apart from this
requirement, attention maps offer a more transparent and effective assessment of the ADS behaviour than a black-box technique
because they indicate the degree of attention (or lack thereof) of
the ADS in response to an input. Our results confirm that they
are generally more effective than a competing black-box technique

6.2

Discussing ThirdEye’s Configurations

All configurations of ThirdEye are stable in terms of prediction
power and we observed no big drop as we move to a longer duration between prediction and failure. For example, for ADS models
produced by automated mutation testing, this can be explained by
the fact that these self-driving cars are always characterized by a
relatively high proportion of uncertainty internal to the system,
which ultimately causes a failure that ThirdEye is able to detect
because its predictions are made based on information that reflects
the (buggy) internal state of the system.
We evaluated two windowing alternatives, max vs mean. Each
has pros and cons: max is more reactive than mean, as it is enough
to observe a spike in the window to trigger an alarm, which may
potentially lead to a higher recall. At the same time, usage of max
during threshold estimation makes 𝛾 95 higher, because a higher
threshold must be chosen to ensure as few as 5% false positives in
nominal conditions. A higher 𝛾 95 leads naturally to a lower recall.
The combination of the two factors, higher reactivity and higher
𝛾 95 threshold, may either lead to better or to worse performance of
max vs mean. Hence, the choice can only be made empirically and
it is quite interesting that our empirical results show very clearly
and neatly the superiority of max over mean.

6.3

Comparison with Other Approaches

Attention maps by XAI are not the only way to analyze the internal
functioning of an ADS. For instance, other white-box approaches
have been proposed in the literature, such as solutions based on
activation traces [34], cross-layer dissection [69], or uncertainty
quantification measures [42]. These methods have two main drawbacks that hinder their applicability as online failure predictors.
First, in general, these methods are known for being computationally very expensive, thus they may not be real-time viable solutions.
Second, these techniques must be integrated into the development
process from the very beginning, as they require a white-box access
to the model’s architecture and to the training data, because the
ADS must be retrained or modified to enable the computation of
white-box confidence scores. Unlike these methods, we experiment
with attention maps because they do offer a white-box view of the
DNN internals without requiring access to the training data, nor
the need to modify or retrain the ADS model.
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7

RELATED WORK

Identifying unexpected driving scenarios is the number one need
during ADS testing, according to the survey with developers and
domain experts by Lou et al. [41]. The problem has been tackled by
researchers either by (1) generating test cases for ADS, (2) proposing
anomaly detection tools. We also provide an overview of (3) generic
OOD detectors and (4) the main XAI methods used for ADS testing.

7.1

Test Generation for Autonomous Driving

Test generation techniques mostly use search-based techniques to
automatically construct test cases for DNN-based ADS [1, 4, 5, 34,
43, 46, 49, 62, 77]. Test cases are real-world images of driving scenes,
or road abstractions that are rendered within a driving simulator.
Abdessalem et al. [1, 4, 5] combine genetic algorithms and machine
learning to test a pedestrian detection system. Mullins et al. [45]
use Gaussian processes to drive the search-based test generation
towards yet unexplored regions of the input space, whereas Gambi
et al. [21] propose search-based test generation for ADS based on
procedural content generation.
Test generators aim to maximize the number of failures, whereas
our goal is to predict failures in online mode before they happen. Nevertheless, test generators can be used in conjunction with
ThirdEye, to generate conditions for our approach to predict.

7.2

Anomaly Detection in Autonomous Driving

We already discussed SelfOracle [60], for which we performed an
explicit empirical comparison in this work. DeepGuard [28] uses the
reconstruction error by VAEs to prevent collisions of vehicles with
the roadside. DeepRoad [77] validates single driving images based
on the distance to the training set, using embeddings rooted in the
features extracted by VGGNet. In other works [58, 59], continual
learning is used to minimize the false positives of a black-box failure
predictor. Hell et al. [24] evaluate three different OOD detection
methods, namely VAEs, Likelihood Regret and the generative modelling SSD, for ADS testing on the CARLA simulator. Henriksson
et al. [25] use the the negative of the log likelihood as a black-box
anomaly score. Borg et al. [12] propose to pair OOD detection with
VAEs with object detection for an automated emergency braking
system. Strickland et al. [61] use an LSTM solution with multiple
metrics to predict collisions with vehicles at crossroads.
Our approach differs from the aforementioned black-box approaches because it uses a white-box confidence score of the system
synthesized from the attention maps given by an XAI algorithm. For
a broad overview of anomaly detection techniques in autonomous
driving, we refer the reader to the survey by Bogdoll et. al [9].

7.3

Generic OOD Detectors

AutoTrainer [78] monitors the training process of a DNN and automatically repairs it when the metrics used during training degrade.
In contrast, ThirdEye operates at testing time, in production, to
recognize unexpected execution conditions, while AutoTrainer operates at training time to fix common training faults.
Zhang et al. [79] introduce the notion of relative activation and
deactivation to interpret the decision behavior of a DNN and propose an algorithm for automatic detection of OOD inputs. The
abstraction relies on classifying neurons into different states based
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on stronger relative selectivity, which is a quantitative method of
measuring the impact of a particular neuron, or a subset of them,
on the inference of the model as a whole.
The use of this technique raises some challenges, such as which
and how many layers should be selected, and how the different
layers should be aggregated. SelfChecker [73] is a tool that helps
answer these questions, but the evaluation of the DNN prediction
is performed for individual inputs. ThirdEye uses attention map
analysis and does not require to dissect the model layers or the
activation states of the neurons, but just to retrieve the gradients
during a normal feedforward pass, making it computationally more
efficient and easier to integrate into the ADS development process.
Finally, Suraksha [80] is an automated ADS safety evaluation
framework that quantitatively analyzes the safety sensitivity of
different versions of an ADS. ThirdEye can be used as one of the
safety quantification metrics of Suraksha and help improve the
safety parameters of ADS.

7.4

XAI for Autonomous Driving Testing

With the increasing application of DNNs to safety-critical domains
such as autonomous during, XAI algorithms represent one of the
standard choices to debug DNN’s predictions and failures (e.g., during an incident). Moreover, XAI is also being adopted to build novel
testing solutions to test DNN-based systems, including, but not
limited to, ADS. In this section we focus on the main related propositions, i.e., techniques that use attention maps for ADS testing, and
techniques that use XAI as a building block for DNN testing. For a
complete overview of the state of the art on XAI for ADS, we refer
the reader to the survey by Atakishiyev et al. [3].
VisualBackProp [10] was created to visualize which group of
pixels of the input image contributes more to the predictions of a
convolutional neural network (CNN). Kim and Canny [33] explore
the use of attention maps for explaining the CNN behaviour in
a ADS. Lateef et al. [38] uses generative adversarial networks to
train a predictive model that generates attention maps from road
scenes and gives more prominence to the objects in the scene that
are most important to the driver’s decision making (e.g., other cars,
pedestrians, and traffic lights/signs). Xu et al. [74] investigated the
use of XAI techniques to detect action-inducing objects, i.e., objects
that have a relevant effect on a driving decision, and jointly predict
actions and their respective explanations. Mohseni et al. [44] train
the DAVE-2 model to predict a steering angle given the attention
maps by VisualBackProp [10]. Similarly, ThirdEye also leverages
XAI to increase the level of reliability of an ADS. Differently to the
aforementioned works, ThirdEye focuses on failure prediction of
lane-keeping based ADS during external unknown and internal
uncertain driving conditions.
Fahmy et al. [19] apply clustering to LRP heatmaps capturing
the relevance of the DNN predictions to automatically support the
identification of failure-inducing inputs. Such data is used for the
retraining of a gaze detection system that uses DNNs to determine
the gaze direction of the driver. The authors present an extension of
the previous work [18] in which inputs identified by the heatmapbased mechanism are given in input to a search-based test generator.
In contrast, in this work we use attention maps from SmoothGrad to
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support the prompt detection of low-confidence scenarios of a lanekeeping DNN-enabled ADS. Zohdinasab et al. [82] use illumination
search to cover a feature map of external behaviours of an ADS.
These feature maps are used as an adequacy criteria of the inputs
generated by an ADS test generator, whereas we use attention maps
from the XAI domain to validate the inputs processed by the ADS.

8

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we describe and evaluate a white-box failure predictor
that estimates the confidence of a DNN-based ADS in response to
unpredictable execution contexts. Our tool ThirdEye performs confidence estimation by turning attention maps derived from the XAI
domain into confidence scores of the driving ADS. Our approach is
able to anticipate many potentially safety-critical failures by several seconds, with a low false alarm rate in anomalous conditions,
and a fixed 5% expected false alarm rate in nominal conditions,
outperforming a black-box predictor from the literature.
Future work includes extending the comparison to other whitebox confidence estimators. At the same time, alternative confidence
score synthesis methods based on the semantic of the input image
will be investigated, as well as other XAI algorithms. Moreover, we
also plan to extend the detection of finer-grained driving quality
degradations (e.g., erratic driving behaviour) and to study selfhealing mechanisms within the simulator.
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